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ABSTRACT

The world suffers from a very large number of missing persons, ranging from about 250,000 to about one million people for various reasons in recent years. Therefore, the process of finding and tracing the missing persons as a result of a plane crash, fire or explosion in a particular area is a humanitarian and religious and national duty, and is one of the most important issues in our country. So, the idea of using a drone to find missing people was invested. We have designed system that collects real-time data and analyzes in a smart way and utilizes global positioning system (GPS) to locate people and track their impact. The idea of this work has been developed and implemented. They represent it in the form of a triangular problem, which included: First, how to locate the missing persons and send video broadcasts to a calculator or mobile device remotely. Analyze the data collected in real time, and send a report identifying the safe path that can be taken to reach the missing persons. The second stage is collection the data in the master computer and analysis it, while the final stage determines the coordinates of the location to the missing persons and the best possible way to reach of them.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Drones have become more popular and widespread used. They have been applied in many areas such as used by courier companies in the delivery of mail services as well as solar power stations [1], use drones to collect solar energy in solar panels as well as the use of geographic personnel drones to explore the topography. Many traditional people use drones in photography and have also been used in 3D mapping [2], [3] drones are also used to search and rescue people in the event of disaster or war or when someone is lost in the wilderness or forest [4]–[25]. Victims are often injured and unconscious. Therefore, it is important to take advantage of electronic and information systems to obtain and locate these missing persons so that we can find and track. Drones as a term has many different meanings. When we talk about a drone as a device in which mechanical precision is associated with electronic, the first thing envisioned by our mind is the missiles or aircraft that are controlled remotely [4], [26]. It can be defined by an aircraft or a drone that can travel independently, without human control or out of sight.

An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is an aircraft without a human pilot onboard. UAVs are a component of an unmanned aircraft system (UAS), which include a UAV, a ground-based controller [19]. The flight of UAVs may operate with various degrees of autonomy, either under remote control by a human operator or autonomously by onboard computers, (e.g. flown by a pilot at a ground control station) or can fly
An alternative technique to reduce time, cost and human effort during natural or wars, specifically helping rescue teams to find missing persons. It represents a trigonometric problem that included: First, how to identify missing persons and send an audio video to a remote computer or mobile device for people’s situations and whereabouts. Analyze data collected in real time in intelligent ways and send a report that identifies the safe path to be taken to reach the missing persons as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Relationship among the main three challenges

2. MATERIAL AND TOOLS

2.1. UAV

A UAV is a small, remote-controlled aircraft, sometimes called a “drone” that can cover large areas. Also do not carry any human pilot or passengers. Drones are completely or partially independent, but are often remotely controlled by people. In the recent past, drones were mostly associated with the military, where they were initially used in targeted anti-aircraft practice, and intelligence gathering. Today, UAVs are used in a wide range of civilian applications ranging from search and rescue, traffic control, weather monitoring, firefighting, photography, video photography, agriculture and even delivery services.

The first remote-controlled drone was used in World War I. Hayat et al. [8] In 1918, the United States military (US military) developed an experimental Kettering Bug, a non-bombed aircraft that subsequently increased the use of drones in a wider range of applications. Drones are being used in oil and gas facilities for security, surveillance, emergency response and infrastructure inspection. In seaports, drones can conduct applications such as mapping, surveying, operational supervision, port control, traffic control and also in mining operations, drones can be used to manage stocks, waste dams, inspections and more. The use cases of the drone according to an analysis carried out in more than 100 different countries and more than 80 different manufacturers and the results are shown in Figure 2.
2.2. GPS module

An updated “NEO-6M”, global positioning system module (GPS module) that can be used with the “Ardupilot mega V2 (APM)”. This GPS module uses the latest technology to provide the best possible location information, allowing for improved performance using Ardupilot or any other multi-motor control system. It also includes “Honeywell’s” latest high-precision digital magnetic gauge (HMC5883L), which provides a convenient way to mount the compass away from interference sources that may be located near the multi-stage flight controller [9], [14].

The system relies on knowledge of the distance between two points in time is well known, the first point is a device that sends a signal in a very precise, well-defined time (GPS device associated with 514), the second point is the location of a device that receives such a reference (mobile device or a computer) as in Figure 3, and then calculate the time spent by the signal to reach the receiver (1).

\[
\text{Distance between transmitters and receivers} = \text{time} \times \text{signal flow speed}
\]  

\[(1)\]

Figure 3. Demonstrates the work of GPS with UAV

2.3. NetLogo simulation

It is a free modelling environment capable of simulating complex situations such as natural and social phenomena. Suitable for research and education, it can be defined as a simple enough environment to enable students and researchers to create their own Java programming language models. They are particularly suitable for forming complex systems that evolve over time. Designers can give instructions to hundreds or thousands of independent agents, all of whom work concurrently. This makes it possible to explore the links between individual micro-level behaviors and macro-level patterns that arise from their interactions. It allows
users to simulate different environments using agents, and to explore their behaviors under different circumstances [9]. Agents move through a network of "corrections" using several rules to adjust their path towards the target and the possibility of passing any obstacles they encounter in their own way in programmable ways. All agents can interact with each other and perform multiple tasks concurrently [10].

2.4. Control system

A control system is a device or group of devices that manages, directs, or regulates the behavior of other devices or systems. Industrial control systems are used in industrial production to control equipment or machinery. There are two common categories of control systems, open loop control system, and close loop control system. When, we determine the period of rotation according to the degree of dirty clothes, this means that the user does not need to check whether the clothes clean or not because the results are known according to the specified time. In closed-loop control systems, the current output is taken into account and corrections are made based on observations. For example, human interaction with the computer where it is a reciprocal process between human development of the computer and the improvement of its performance on the one hand, and accelerate the performance of operations, and save time and effort by the computer on the other [11], [12]. The closed-loop system is also called the feedback control system [13].

2.5. Target detection

Target identification means the ability to identify targets or other objects based on data obtained from sensors based on smart algorithms or methods that analyze that data, as well as to detect the target and identify its location. [12], [18].

3. THE UAV DESIGN STAGES

In this section, the construction of the UAV model includes several stages, the first stage is the construction phase of the drone structure, the second stage is uploading a map of the specific area in its natural state and build database of the most important entities a variable in that region and its locations, then build software system to collection the data in real time and analysis it. Finally, the process of matching the real data from the system with the original database and generating reports identifying the location of missing persons. The stages can be illustrated by the algorithm 1 called finding and tracking missing person through drone (FTMP), show the main stage of the proposal structure with all details while, Figure 4 present the main activates will achieved in this study.
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Input: Raw Data in Real Times.
Output: Optimal strategy for Finding and Tracking of Missing Persons by UAV

Step 1: Building the hardware (Drone structure) part
Step 2: Collect raw data from the Location points and pass it into base station.
Step 3: Preprocessing that including upload of the map represent the location contain the missing persons.
Step 4: Building finder and tracker software have four procedures.
Step 5: Forward the process data in step 2 into finder and tracker software.
Step 6: Integration the user with system through user interface.

Do for each new query
   IF this query as default (i.e. come from responsible side in the country)
      Being drone Service
      Using Drone Service according to the following structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of user (E, C, D)</th>
<th>ID of user</th>
<th>Service code</th>
<th>Subservice code</th>
<th>Reserved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

End FTMP

Where, the user divided into three types: E: Ambiguity person, C: Constant person, D: Dynamic person

3.1. Design electronic system to collect data in real time and save it on master computer

This stage include design the hardware part that complete with the structure described in first stage. In general, this stage consists of two parts: i) The input devices the information to the system in real time called (location point); ii) One device to collection the information from all the Location points this device will called (base station).

The accuracy and the type of information that can be obtained from the specific area to be detected a missing person are considered important variables that help to find this people, also it improves the performance of the search process itself. Therefore, the location points collect data from a real place of the loss persons. Each device starts work when the flight of the aircraft above the selected area to start the first-person view (FPV) camera with imaging sensors complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) or charge coupled device (CCD) that has been connected with a video sending “ImmersionRC” for feeding video directly from this region, and after the video reception by monitoring device ground (mobile phone) or computer.

While the process of collecting information from devices location points requesting a network of wide area network (WAN) type design based on a special type of devices sending called (ImmersionRC modem), and receiving data called (FPV receiver modem). These devices are characterized by being operating within Altrdad 800/900 MHz by 21 channel wireless communication (wireless channel) each channel can accommodate 254 points. Since the communication between the main node (base station) and the rest of the parts of the network will be through its own node address.

3.2. Upload map of the area specified natural condition and build an integrated database of the most important entities in that region and their locations

This stage is divided into two parts, the first part is loaded map of the region that has missing people, where the specified area in control plane without a pilot and specifically on the computer where he picks up a computer radio signal emitted by technology GPS, which in turn contain important information about the status satellite caller GPS as well as the current date and time. This part of the signal is necessary to determine the location. After getting a picture of a map of the affected area section 2 of this phase begins, of building a database of all components or entities that are primarily those specific environments. So, that it is suitable for data storage model in a way that avoided redundancy through correlation tables specific relations environment, as well as speed in the search query.

3.3. Building software system consists of several steps

This stage represents the integration between the data obtained from working environment and drone’s software process. Therefore, the software at the first determine the region that drone can search it or move unit, which simulates the actual environment. In general, we will look for four procedures for the detection of missing persons, that procedures will calling sequentially as explain in algorithm 1. For more details to see how this four procedures work see [26].

3.4. Matching process

Is a matching process between the coordinates of the entities to the original map, which was upload in step 2 and all the new entities that have been captured by the camera of a drone. The purpose of
conformity is explained in the following cases: i) If each drone captures different object, it’s then typical as object in the original database and it’s considered as a natural condition; ii) When the drone captures the objects, and we compare then to the original database when find that it doesn’t match. So, we send the coordinates of the object that doesn’t have any matched object for in the database; iii) When we extract the position of the objects that the planes capture right before the process of matching as mentioned in step 1, step 2. We notice if there are more than one drone to captures the same position of the object that doesn’t match any object in the database.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

After building the integrated airframe, in the previous chapter and identify the most important parts and components used in it. This chapter will explain the implementation and result of each step of design structure. Also, we will used NetLogo as simulation of the design model.

4.1. Connect components of UAV structure

The practical connection among the main components of UAV structure to achieve the goal of this paper shown in Figure 5 according to the diagram of the actor circuit. This electrical circle used the following:

4.1.1. Accelerometer

An electromechanical device used to measure acceleration forces such forces may be static, like the continuous force of gravity or, as is the case with many mobile devices, dynamic to sense movement or vibrations. Acceleration is the measurement of the change in velocity, or speed divided by time.

4.1.2. GPS

The incorporation of GPS receivers in advanced drones allows for GPS drone waypoint navigation. This is an advanced technology that allows a drone to autonomously fly to preprogrammed points. This system can instruct the drone how fast, how high, and where to fly. It can also be programmed to hover for a period of time over each waypoint. Drones are increasingly being used for surveying building construction, road maintenance, and infrastructure inspections. Agricultural applications include crop inspection, and tracking farm animals. Using GPS drone waypoint navigation, an area can be inspected at the predesignated positions. The drone controller is then able to focus his attention on the camera, and conduct the inspection. The advancement of GPS drone navigation has greatly increased their utility and range of applications. Figure 5 is showing design structure of UAV.

According to the Figure 5, we can summarization the main particle steps of connection as: i) Connecting the main structure (quadcopter frame) in the form of a signal (+), with four arms; ii) The main structure contains a panel (PCB) to connecting the drone parts in a battery (Li-po battery) to connect the power; iii) Connect motors (brushless DC motor) in each arm, and connect propellers in motors obverse; iv) Install the control of motors) electronic speed control (ESC) (on each arm, each ESC is connected with motors on the one hand and with PCB on the other. Wires ESC are also connected to the receiving device (ImmersionRC audio/video transmitter); v) Connect the camera (FPV) with (Servo Gimbal) installed in frame. The camera has three connecting wires (red, black, yellow), the red and black wire is connected with (universal battery eliminator circuit (UBEC)) which in turn are connected with the panel PCB to connect the power. The yellow wire is connected with the video transmitter (ImmersionRC) installed in the frame; vi) Install the signal receiver (MC8RB) in one of the arms of frame, which has 8 channels with antenna. Channels (1 to 5) connect with (ArduPilot APM 2.8 flight controller), and channel 7 and 8 connect with servo gimbal which controls the FPV camera; vii) Install flight controller in the frame, to be part of the main structure. Contains flight controller (APM) 8 pins, connected (1 to 5) pins with channels (1 to 5) respectively in the receiver (MC8RB), also contains 3 pins connect with ESC. It contains several ports such as (GPS, OSD, 3DR, PM), and universal serial bus (USB) type-C port to connect the device with the personal computer (PC); viii) Is installed (GPS) in the frame and connect it with flight controller APM via an outlet GPS port; ix) To start drone aircraft, the Li-po battery is connected to the board PCB, also as connect (APM) to the PC and work (ARM2) by software (Mission Planner). Remote control of the aircraft is done by (Microzone MC8B); x) The (ImmersionRC) device sends video captured by FPV camera to the receiving device video signal (FPV Receiver), which in turn is associated with the mobile device, where we use an Android software called (Go FPV app) to watch the video. To illustrate these steps, see Figure 6.
4.2. Build database for all objects (elements) in that specific area

The integrated system was implemented using a NetLogo version 6.0.2. The model was created to represent the movement of unmanned aircraft over a defined area. Figure 7 shows the main screen of the system.

The model uses three breeds of agents: pads, which just signal through their color whether they’re available for landing (green), available only to empty drones (blue), or occupied by a drone (red); They have a capacity, which is the maximum number of packets that can be uploaded to the platform at the same time.

The main interface contains a toolkit: i) Total-targets: this tool represents the total number of peoples expected missing in a specific area; ii) Total-finders: a tool used to determine the route of drone planes in the specified area; iii) Vision: this tool represents the vision which we mean the vision of the drone within the specified region; iv) Setup: this tool is used to adjust the work of the simulation before starting the implementation or configuration; v) Go: tool used to begin the work of the drone.
5. **CASE STUDY**

To explain the main steps will all details, we will assume have 14 persons lost in specifies area. Therefore, order give to find them the system in two parts will start: i) Step 1: upload to the system the map of the area lost the person on it, and build database for the more popular object in that area. As explained a Figure 8. This is a step to discover the path for missing persons to find the shortest path and reach them. The step uses a specific area map, including buildings, corridors, driving routes and water. Passengers select the building randomly as a destination, search and follow the shortest route to get there; ii) Step 2: deployment the drones design through initial steps of this paper on the specific region after determined the initial coordinate (X, Y) for each drone as explain in Table 1; iii) Step 3: determined the path of people through using the camera of UAV and tracking them by GPS. After loading the map, the process of determining the path of people to reach them according to the coordinates of the drone corresponding to the coordinates of the person as shown in Figure 9; In figure 9, the track of the person no. 3 which was found according to the coordinates of certain facts. red route is a route of the person and movements in the region, and the yellow path represents the path of the drone data has been established according to the coordinates of these persons are shown in the Table 2; iv) Step 4: matching between the original data set of area and the dataset capture through drones, then generated the final report have specific coordinated for each person determined its location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Drone</th>
<th>X-coordinates</th>
<th>Y-coordinates</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.69</td>
<td>13.82</td>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.87</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>3:01 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>14.51</td>
<td>3:01 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>3:02 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.07</td>
<td>14.78</td>
<td>3:12 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>14.56</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>3:13 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>14.33</td>
<td>3:15 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>12.07</td>
<td>12.07</td>
<td>3:15 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10.44</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>3:20 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>5.34</td>
<td>3:22 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.78</td>
<td>14.27</td>
<td>3:22 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>14.90</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>13.48</td>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14.96</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>3:33 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>13.09</td>
<td>10.87</td>
<td>3:33 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>14.98</td>
<td>3:38 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>12.31</td>
<td>11.81</td>
<td>3:40 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>12.43</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>3:42 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>8.74</td>
<td>14.27</td>
<td>3:45 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>8.74</td>
<td>14.27</td>
<td>3:49 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Model of UAVs to finding and tracking of missing persons
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

We can summarize the main points conclusion from this work by the following: design a pragmatic drone structure to find and track missing persons in a specific environment using principal analysis intelligent data (IDA) and GPS. Design and implementation of an integrated electronic circuit interfacing circuit (i.e. APM 2.8 ArduPilot), since "APM 2.8 ArduPilot" is not simply used, five supporting parts are real time clock, battery 3000 m A/L, GPS model, (wireless audio/video TX/RX (for live video), remote control transmitter).
Using global positioning system to develop the efficiency of performance in the field of security in Iraq. This is done by building an integrated system in terms of physical entities H/W, and S/W saves time, effort and cost and addresses a real security problem in the country. Using "APM 2.8 ArduPilot" architecture to collect real data as a first step to start knowledge discovery from databases.

In the future, we can use the design structure in the following points: finding the locations of multiple targets in a flight and using reinforcement learning to get the location of wireless device and trace it. An optimized application will be developed to improve the system in order to make it more efficient in route tracing and drone interaction. Focus on the integration of two action cameras with mutual coverage in stereo mode, which will make it possible to increase the efficiency of imaging during one flight. The use of UAV networks in combination with the cellular network wireless sensor network (WSN), and show promising future technology for applications in disaster management.
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